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Abstract: Writing long sentences is bit boring, however with text prediction within the keyboard technology has created this easy. Next Word Prediction is in addition referred to as Language Modeling. It's the endeavor of predicting what word comes straightaway. It's one in every of the key assignments of human language technology and has various applications. Long short time memory formula can perceive past text and predict the words which can be useful for the user to border sentences and this method uses letter to letter prediction suggests that it predict a letter when letter to form a word.

Index Terms - NLP, LSTM, RNN, Next Word.

I. INTRODUCTION

Word prediction tools were developed which might facilitate to speak and additionally to assist the individuals with less speed writing. during this paper, a language model based mostly framework for fast electronic communication, which will predict probable next word given a group of current words are briefed. Word prediction technique will the task of guesswork the preceding word that's probably to continue with few initial text fragments. Our goal is to facilitate the task of instant electronic communication by suggesting relevant words to the user.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Existing systems work on word prediction model, that suggests subsequent immediate word supported this out their word. These systems work victimization machine learning algorithms that has limitation to form correct syntax. Multi-window convolution (MRNN) formula is enforced, additionally they need created residual-connected lowest gated unit (MGU) that is brief version of LSTM during this cnn try and skip few layers whereas coaching end in less coaching time and that they have sensible accuracy out and away victimization multiple layers of neural networks will cause latency for predicting n numbers of words. Developing technologies has been manufacturing additional correct outcomes than the prevailing system technologies, models developed victimization bidirectional LSTM algorithms area unit capable of handling additional knowledge expeditiously and predicts higher.

III. THE ALGORITHM

3.1 LSTM

Vanishing gradient descent may be a downside featured by neural networks once considering back propagation. It's Brobdinag Ian impact and also the weight update method is wide affected and also the model became useless. thus LSTM that incorporates a hidden state and a memory cell with 3 gates that area unit forgotten, scan and input gate.

The forget gate is principally accustomed get sensible management of what data has to be removed that isn’t necessary. Input gate makes positive that newer data is additional to the cell and output makes positive what elements of the cell area unit output to subsequent hidden state. The sigmoid operate utilized in every gate equation makes positive we will bring down the worth to either a zero or one.
3.2 RNN

Continual neural networks are unit generalizations of an instantaneous transmission neural network that has internal memory. The RNN is repetitive in nature as a result of it performs constant operate for every knowledge entry, however at constant time, this output depends on the previous calculation. The choice relies on associate degree analysis of this input and also the output from the previous input. RNNs will use their internal state (memory) to method input sequences once direct communication neural networks cannot. All RNN inputs area unit interconnected.

This state formula is that the following :-

$$h_t = f(h_{t-1}, x_t)$$

Application of the activation operate :-

$$H_t = \tanh(W_{bh} h_{t-1} + W_{xh} x_t)$$

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

4.1 Data Preprocessing

These area unit easy clean-up procedures that makes it easier to use the information in sequent steps. This method is administered with the assistance of Tensor flow library.

The subsequent area unit few pre-processing steps typically done:-

1. Marking white areas
2. Lower-case conversions
3. Removing numbers
4. Removing punctuation
5. Removing unwanted words
6. Removing non-English words

4.2 Text Analysis

To know the speed of occurrence of terms, Term Document Matrix operate was accustomed to produce term matrixes to achieve the account of term frequencies.
4.3 Tokenization

One in every of the vital social control strategies is named tokenization. It's merely segmenting the continual running text into individual segments of words. One terribly easy approach would be to separate inputs over each house associate degree assign an identifier to every word.

4.4 Pad Sequences

When changing sentences to numerical values, there’s still a difficulty of providing equal length inputs to our neural networks. Not each sentence is constant length. pad_sequences operate is employed for artefact the shorter sentences with zeroes, and truncating a number of the longer sequences to be shorter.

Additionally, because it is often specified whether or not to pad and truncate from either the start or ending, relying upon the pre settings and post settings for the padding arguments and truncating arguments. By default, artefact arguments and truncation can happen from the start of the sequence.

V. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT

The implementation and results obtained for this project are shortly delineate during this section.

In Fig-3 the full dataset is separated into individual phase of words. When segmenting a word index is formed with specified distinctive variety of words in irish-lyrics-eof.txt by distribution fact to every of them.

In Fig-4 when training the model, the accuracy is found to be 0.80 in a hundred epochs.
In Fig-5 associate degree input sentence “I see a stunning river” is given. Variety of words to be expected when this words is got as input from the user. Because the word count is given as two “my love” is that the expected words.

VI. CONCLUSION

The subsequent word prediction model that was developed is fairly correct on the provided dataset. NLP requires applying various types of pattern discovery approaches aimed at eliminating noisy data. The loss was considerably reduced in concerning a hundred epochs. Files or dataset that are large to process need still some optimizations. However, bound pre-processing steps and bound changes within the model are often created to boost the prediction of the model.
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